
As a Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP), it is our  
responsibility to provide organizations with ongoing monitoring 
and management of security devices and systems.

DirectDefense has been providing managed security services  
to an organization that holds large public events throughout  
the year and were involved with managing security controls  
for several of these events. Because of this ongoing MSSP  
partnership, we were in the perfect position to help ensure  
public safety and tighten security when the scale of the event  
this organization was hosting increased significantly. 

Any high-profile event that draws a large crowd can be a target 
for security threats and attacks, but the right security infrastruc-
ture, especially when it is based on an existing MSSP relationship, 
can make the difference between a security breach and  
a seamless event.

Our ongoing relationship with this organization allowed us  
to clearly see the key challenges that needed to be addressed  
for this large public event:

How a Large Organization 
Benefited From its  
MSSP  Partnership with 
DirectDefense to Ensure  
Public Safety at a Big Event
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MITIGATING SECURITY THREATS 
YEAR-ROUND WITH A MANAGED 
SECURITY SERVICES PROVIDER

Keeping event participants’  
information safe.

01.

02. Protecting the overall event, including the 
physical perimeter and its digital presence.

03. Identifying security strategies that would 
overcome any blind spots within the 
organization’s existing technologies.

05. Providing a more complete organizational 
structure to manage their security 
infrastructure.

06. Providing a significant increase in the 
organization’s security event visibility and 
dramatically reducing event response time 
and dwell times of potential security threats.

07. Providing and executing security response 
strategies to effectively address any attack 
or breach in a timely manner.

04. Addressing the organization’s lack of staffing 
for its existing infrastructure, and one it had 
newly acquired.



Preparation

Leveraging Our Knowledge to Implement  
Tight Security in a Tight Timeframe

The immense scale of this event and the tight timeline around  
it was easier for us to take on quickly as we were able to draw  
on our relationship as this organization’s MSSP. 

Because we approached the event’s security as a partner  
and not as a vendor, we were uniquely able to quickly address 
three key challenges:

We also worked with the organization’s key stakeholders, which 
helped us get the job done in a short time while ensuring the 
security measures would be effective not just during the event, 
but following the event as well.

The immense scale of  
this event and the tight 
timeline around it was  
easier for us to take on 
quickly as we were able to 
draw on our relationship  
as this organization’s MSSP.

Identify security blind spots and  
visibility gaps

01.

Implement security solutions02.
Get the organization to a basic level  
of operational capability

03.

Because of our continued relationship with this organization, we 
knew it runs lean and that its security infrastructure is essentially 
supported by a group of corporate sponsors. This knowledge 
allowed us to better prepare for the large event as the level 
of data and scale of the technology involved would require 
significant security oversight.



Execution

Optimizing Security Protections  
Through Detailed Work

With our expertise in understanding how attackers think  
and knowing what the primary threats are at any given  
time, our MSSP clients benefit year-round, not just for  
specific events. Our ongoing partnerships allow us to identify 
several necessary approaches to securing information  
and technology:

• Accurately simulating how a system might be attacked 
and identify the solutions an organization would need  
to be prepared. 

• Addressing security visibility gaps and immediately identi-
fying and responding to both external and internal threats.

• Protecting an organization’s reputation by preventing  
attacks or breaches that can put vital and personal  
information at risk.

• Providing security for the organization’s employees  
and other members of the public engaging with them  
to protect critical personal data. 

Maintenance

As an MSSP, Support Continues Year-Round

While we are engaged with our MSSP clients on specific  
business needs or, as in this case, a large public event, the big-
gest benefit of leveraging us as a Managed Security Services 
Provider is that we continue to offer support year-round. 

Our MSSP engagements deliver a level of comfort to our 
clients that their security is being monitored and maintained 
throughout the year, including any special events or needs. 

This particular organization is able to rely on DirectDefense on 
an ongoing basis to make effective and strategic decisions re-
garding technology purchases or procedural changes. We’re 
proud to be able to offer current, relevant advice and action 
to elevate the security posture of organizations of all sizes.



Key Achievements  
& Takeaways
Our expertise in “being the attacker” helps close significant  
security visibility gaps and allows for continued security  
for organizations, not just during a high-risk time period.

For this particular organization, our MSSP partnership  
has allowed us to:

• Dramatically improve the organization’s security posture 
while providing broad security visibility at a critical time.

• Provide 24/7 staffing of their security operations team.

• Provide honest feedback and recommendations for  
added security solutions and services.

• Provide refinements to all phases of their security  
handling procedures.

• Provide security services that integrated seamlessly  
with their existing security infrastructure investments.

DirectDefense information security and managed services  
experts bring years of industry experience to our clients  
and we deliver solutions that are critical for companies of  
all sizes and in multiple industries.

Contact Us Today! 
If your organization is looking for MSSP services, or if you want a routine security assessment, 
we’re ready to help. Visit directdefense.com or call 1 888 720 4633.
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